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Abstract—Network softwarization (NetSoft), recognized as
crucial attribute of 6G networks, promises to provide enhanced
and advanced services, including future quantum-enabled con-
sumer applications. Softwarized resource allocation is the core is-
sue in NetSoft concept. Digital twins (DT) guarantees to generate
the corresponding digital world that reflects and interacts with
the original physical world seamlessly. With DT empowering,
the digital replica of softwarized networks can be generated to
predict, simulate, analyze the softwarized resource allocation in
more economical, convenient and scalable methods.In this paper,
we research the softwarized resource allocation of requested
services, usually, called as slices, in DT-empowered networks
for future quantum-enabled consumer applications. We focus on
developing efficient softwarized resource allocation algorithm.
At first, we present models of the DT-empowered networks
and service requests by using graph theory and hypergraph
theory. Then, we design one softwarized resource management
framework, labeled as DT-Slice-Soft-6G. This framework has
the functions of managing softwarized resources, calculating
resource allocation solution in digital replica and sending the
calculated solution back to softwarized 6G networks. Thereafter,
one efficient and fine-grained softwarized resource allocation al-
gorithm, inserted in DT-Slice-Soft-6G, is detailed. This algorithm
is labeled as Heu-DT-Slice-6G and is proposed based on efficient
heuristic methods. To validate the highlights of DT-Slice-Soft-6G
and Heu-DT-Slice-6G, we conduct the simulation work in our
self-developed simulator.

Index Terms—6G networks, quantum-enabled applications,
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I. INTRODUCTION

CURRENTLY, 6G are investigated for providing en-
hanced and advanced applications and services, includ-

ing quantum related applications and consumer electronics
[1][2] (Fig. 1). Though official standards and consensuses
of 6G have not launched, massive literature [1-3] and (ex-
periment or simulation) data have been released. Learning
from released publications and our gained knowledge, 6G
networks are designed to have softwarization and virtual-
ization attributes. Known to all, network softwarization and
virtualization (Fig. 1) are mainly realized via SDN and NFV
technologies [3]. Consequently, traditional dedicated network
hardware and physical infrastructure (e.g., base stations,
switches, routers, servers) will be decoupled into software
blocks (resource and function) and general-purpose hardware
(e.g., high volume servers) in 6G era. Services, also called
as slices, can be executed by chaining these (resource and
function) software blocks in predefined order on top of the
general-purpose hardware. This chaining scheme contributes
to constituting customized services. Initiated slices usually
vary in terms of performance metrics, including emerging
quantum-enabled applications and consumer applications.

Hence, it is crucial to investigate how to deploying a variety
of requested slices optimally in resource-finite softwarized
6G networks. This technical issue is collectively called as
resource allocation (RA) of slices [2] or service function
chain (SFC)[4] in the literature. Till now, abundant research
results (e.g., [4-10][35-37]) have been published. For instance,
the authors of re. [4] and ref. [9] conducted comprehensive
overviews on SFC and resource allocation in NFV-enabled
networks. Representative works, such as linear programming
based approaches, heuristic approach methods and meta-
heuristic approach based methods, were discussed. In ref. [5],
Li et al. proposed one intelligent algorithm, based on deep
values, to address the end-to-end slicing resource allocation.
Though having interest, the network scale, crucial attributes
and resources were not considered. Cao et al. investigated
the SFC placement and resource allocation in 6G networks.
However, only crucial attributes and general services could be
adopted by the proposed resource algorithm. This limited the
contribution of this paper. In ref. [7], Chen et al. investigated
the slicing resource allocation in vehicular networks. However,
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the service boundary is the RAN part and cannot be applied
to broad coverage. In ref. [8], Cao et al. further proposed
one service classification and developed the corresponding
efficient algorithm to do softwarized resource allocation. The
major limitation is the scale of underlying 6G networks and
cannot be applied to real application. Zhang et al. adopted the
policy gradient method and greedy approach to do resource
allocation in virtualization environment. Though achieving
efficient performance, the training and testing sets are all pre-
defined and constructed. This key flaw limits the contribution.
Apparently, most of existing researches are simply applied to
small-scale or medium-scale networks. In addition, it is waste-
ful and inefficient to construct the large-scale softwarized 6G
networks specially for exploring the long-term performance
of proposed algorithms. Thus, existing researches are short
of scalability. Last but not least, existing researches [4-10]
are conducted without considering the dynamic and changed
resource attributes of underlying networks [1][4]. That is to
say, these researches are not evaluated in continuous time
and are not suitable for dynamic environment. Therefore, it is
crucial to find another alternative approach. The goal of this
alternative approach is exploring the slice resource allocation
in more economical, convenient and scalable manners before
deploying for real large-scale commercial application.

Digital twins (DT)[11] technology, originated from the
manufacturing, emerges in recent years [12-20]. With DT
empowering, 6G digital replica can be adopted to predict,
simulate, and analyze the dynamic management and resource
allocation. The DT-empowering method is efficient and eco-
nomical without constructing the physical objects specifically.
This does benefits to simulating and evaluating emerging
applications and scenarios, including quantum-related and
consumer application. Hence, we incorporate DT into soft-

warized 6G networks and investigate the resource allocation of
requested slices in DT-empowered softwarized 6G networks.
We design one softwarized resource management and allo-
cation framework, abbreviated as DT-Slice-Soft-6G, so as to
realize the bidirectional connection between the softwarized
6G networks and their digital replica and provide efficient
resource allocation solution per slice service. Before doing
slice resource allocation, the digital replica of softwarized
6G networks will be generated, including all attributes (e.g.,
resource, topology, function) and states. When receiving one
service request, DT-Slice-Soft-6G will turn to calculating and
providing the efficient resource allocation solution of this
slice. According to different optimization goals of requested
slices, we propose one efficient and fine-grained softwarized
resource allocation algorithm in DT-Slice-Soft-6G framework.
This efficient algorithm is heuristic [22] and is proposed
based on the Markov random model [21] and the extracted
crucial resource and topology attributes. The heuristic algo-
rithm is labeled as Heu-DT-Slice-6G and guarantees to find
the efficient slice resource allocation solution within limited
algorithm execution time. After calculating the resource al-
location solution, the digital replica of 6G networks will be
updated, including all resource and function attributes. At the
same time, the softwarized 6G networks (physical object) will
receive softwarized resource allocation solution of this slice
from their digital replicas and be updated. All results are sent
back by the bidirectional communication links. To validate
the merits of our proposed algorithm in DT-Slice-Soft-6G,
we make the comprehensive simulation work. Typical and
classic algorithms [23] are selected for doing performance
comparison. In continuous simulation scheme, our Heu-DT-
Slice-6G achieved the best long-term performance among all
evaluated algorithms.



Main contributions of this paper are selected and presented
below:

1) We incorporate DT into the softwarized 6G networks so
as to investigate the softwarized resource allocation in more
efficient and economical manners. This scheme also does
benefits to developing emerging applications (e.g., quantum-
enabled consumer applications) in future 6G networks.

2) We propose one softwarized resource management
framework, abbreviated as DT-Slice-Soft-6G, in order to send
tailored resource allocation solution and information to phys-
ical 6G networks in time. We also design one efficient and
fine-grained softwarized resource allocation algorithm Heu-
DT-Slice-6G. This Heu-DT-Slice-6G is guaranteed to provide
slice resource allocation solution within polynomial time.

3) We conduct the evaluation work so as to validate the
merits of DT-Slice-Soft-6G framework and Heu-DT-Slice-6G
algorithm. Evaluation results are carefully discussed. Typical
works are selected to constitute the whole evaluation work.

The rest of this paper are organized as follows: We present
the problem models in Section II. In Section III, we present
the resource management framework for DT-empowered soft-
warized 6G networks. The efficient and fine-grained algorithm
is detailed in Section IV. We present the whole evaluation
work in Section V. In Section VI, we conclude this paper.

II. PROBLEM MODELS AND DOMINANT PERFORMANCE
METRICS

A. Problem Models of DT-Empowered 6G Networks and Slice
Services

We present problem models of DT-empowered 6G networks
and slice services in this subsection.

With respect to the problem model of DT-empowered 6G
networks, it consists of two sub-models and are located in two
isolated layers. Two layers are physical layer, digital (virtual)
layer, respectively. Two sub-models are inter-connected by
two directed communication links in order to achieve the
seamless information exchange, states updations, decision
making timely. The first sub-model is the physical 6G net-
works. Three major parts constitute 6G networks: radio access
network (RAN) part, transmission network (TN) part, and core
network (CN) part. Within RAN part, a large amount of edge
nodes, access nodes and base stations are involved. Within TN,
multiple physical nodes (e.g., switches) are involved. Within
the CN, multiple core nodes are involved, such as the hosts,
servers. These physical nodes are fully connected by (inter-
or intra-) optical links. Physical 6G networks are enabled to
be softwarized and virtualized. That is to say, the physical
elements in 6G networks and their equipped resources can be
softwarized and sliced into software resource blocks. The sec-
ond sub-model is the digital (virtual) replica of 6G networks,
located on top of softwarized 6G networks. The digital replica
is the abstraction of softwarized 6G networks and consists
of multiple nodes and links. Take note that all resource and
functional attributes of 6G networks are digitalized and stored
in the digital replica. The digital replica of 6G networks
can be modeled by undirected graphs [24] and hypergraph:

6GNetworks = (6GNodes, 6GLinks). 6GNodes repre-
sents the node set of 6G networks and 6GLinks indicates
the link set of 6G networks. We select one digital node
M as the example. In this paper, digital node M has three
major resource attributes: computing resource Comp(M),
storage resource Stor(M), and capacity resource Capa(M).
Available resource sum (computing, storage and capacity) is
selected as the hyperedge attribute. This attribute will be used
in the calculation of node value (Section IV). In addition, M
has two major functional attributes: network functions and
data processing delay. With respect to the network function
attributes, they include firewall, NAT and so on [2]. Firewall
function can represented by Func1(M). In this paper, four
different functions in total are considered. With respect to
the data processing delay attribute of M , it is abbreviated
as Delay(M). We also select one digital link MN as the
example. In this paper, the bandwidth of MN is selected as
the resource attribute and is labeled as Band(MN).

To assist understanding the DT-empowered 6G networks
and the corresponding digital replica, we further plot Fig. 2. In
the bottom of Fig. 2, the softwarized 6G networks are plotted.
The corresponding digital replica are plotted on top of the
softwarized 6G networks. Within the digital replica, resource
and functional attributes are all plotted.

With respect to the problem model of slice service, we
model it by using undirected weighted graphs and locate it
in the slice request layer. In softwarization research, service
requests, initiated by end-users, are abstracted into multiple
nodes and links and named as slices. Each slice service has ar-
bitrary topology and tailored resource requests. We select one
slice i, abbreviated as Slice(i), as the example. Slice(i) =
(Nodes(i), Links(i)). Nodes(i) indicates the node set of
Slice(i) while Links(i) is the link set of Slice(i). One node
m of Node(i) is selected as the example. With respect to m,
it has three dominant resource requests: computing resource
request Comp(m), storage resource demand Stor(m), and
capacity resource request Capa(m). m has two functional
attribute requests: network function demand Func(m) and
required data processing delay Delay(m). With respect to
certain one selected link mn, it has the bandwidth resource
request, labeled as Band(mn). In the top part of Fig. 2, two
initiated slices, having different topology archituetures, are
plotted. Their resource and functional demands are different
and highlighted. Deployment and allocation results of two
slices are highlighted in the digital replica of softwarized 6G
networks.

Learning from slice resource allocation results in digital
6G networks, we can get three dominant resource allocation
and deployment principles. The first principle is that different
nodes from same slice are not allowed to be deployed in the
same 6G node, aiming at getting rid of possible vulnerability
of sharing same 6G node. The second principle is that digital
6G element (node or link) must reserve abundant resources
and function attributes to fulfill the demands of its accom-
modated slice element (node or link). The last principle is
that new graphs (e.g., digital 6G networks) are designed to
be generated and updated periodically. When certain services
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Fig. 2: DT-Empowered Softwarized 6G Networks and Two Requested Slice Services

are successfully deployed in the physical 6G networks, the
corresponding digital replica will be updated, including its
resource related information and attributes. Related informa-
tion, such as resource changed information, are exchanged via
communications of digital and physical parts.

B. Dominant Performance Metrics

This subsection focuses on formulating dominant perfor-
mance metrics that can be adopted to evaluate slice resource
allocation approaches and results in DT-empowered 6G net-
works. The first dominant performance metric is named as
slice acceptance ratio. We present the formulation in Expres-
sion (1).

SliceRatio( ) =
SuccessSlices( )

TotalSlices( )
(1)

where SuccessSlices( ) is a variable recording the number
of successfully allocated slices. TotalSlices( ) is a variable
having the function of recording the number of total initiated
slice requests. Within the bracket, the name of selected
allocation algorithm is included. In addition, two evaluation
schemes exists in the slicing research: continuous time scheme
(CTS) and discrete time scheme (DTS). The CTS aims
at evaluating the long-term performance and ability of the
selected algorithm while DTS aims at evaluating the batching
processing ability of the selected algorithm. We consider CTS
scheme in this paper.

The second dominant performance metric is named as
resource utilization. Their concrete formulations are presented,
ranging from Expression (2) to Expression (4).

CompUtili( ) =
ConsumComp( )

TotalComp( )
(2)

where the name of selected slice allocation algorithm is
included in the bracket. The variable CompUtili( ) reveals

the computing resource consumption ability of the selected
slice algorithm. If more slices are allocated and deployed,
more computing resources will be consumed. Thus, the value
of CompUtili( ) will be high.

StorUtili( ) =
ConsumStor( )

TotalStor( )
(3)

CapaUtili( ) =
ConsumCapa( )

TotalCapa( )
(4)

where the name of selected slice allocation algorithm is
included in the brackets, revealing the storage and capacity
resources utilization. Three expressions ((2), (3), (4)) belong
to the node resource type in softwarization study.

BandUtili( ) =
ConsumBand( )

TotalBand( )
(5)

where the name of selected slice allocation algorithm is
included in the bracket.

The third dominant performance metric is named as slice
algorithm execution time, abbreviated as SliceExec( ). The
name of selected algorithm is included in the bracket. The
SliceExec( ) has the function of recording the consumed time
of calculating slice resource allocation solution. In DT and
softwarization research, SliceExec( ) is crucial. Since slice
services are initiated dynamically in networking environment
(e.g., continuous time), consumed time should be minimized.

III. SOFTWARIZED RESOURCE MANAGEMENT
FRAMEWORK DESIGN DT-Slice-Soft-6G

In this section, we present the resource management design,
abbreviated as DT-Slice-Soft-6G. To assist understanding DT-
Slice-Soft-6G, we plot flow diagram (Fig. 3). Inserted mdules
of DT-Slice-Soft-6G are introduced sequentially.
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A. Digital Replica Generation and Initial Checking Module

The first module of DT-Slice-Soft-6G consists of two major
procedures. Take note that two procedures in this module are
two unique features of our DT-Slice-Soft-6G, comparing with
existing softwarized resoruce allocation frameworks. The first
procedure is to generate the digital replica of softwarized 6G
networks. The second procedure is to do the initial resource
checking of requested slice service. We abbreviate the slice
example as Slice(i) for easy description.

With respect to the first procedure, digital replica of
softwarized 6G networks will be generated. We label the
generated digital replica as 6GNetworks. Within the digital
replica, all attributes and state information of softwarized 6G
networks will be replicated and stored, especially to resource
and function attributes.

With respect to the second procedure, we focus on doing the
initial resource checking of Slice(i) and determine whether
to continue to do softwarized resource allocation of Slice(i).
We firstly define four temporary variables and one temporary
function set. Four temporary variables have the function
of store the maximum resource values of 6GNetworks:
maximum computing resource, maximum storage resource,
maximum capacity resource, and maximum bandwidth re-
source. The temporary function set stores the types of network
functions that 6GNetworks have. In addition, another four

temporary variables and one temporary function set will be de-
fined for Slice(i). These temporary variables and function set
are adopted to store maximum required resources and required
network function types of Slice(i). Thereafter, we compare
four variables and function set of 6GNetworks with four
variables and function set of Slice(i), respectively. Only if
all resource maximum values and number of network function
types of 6GNetworks are larger than that of Slice(i), next
module of DT-Slice-Soft-6G will continue to work. If certain
one variable comparison is violated, Slice(i) will be rejected.

B. Inserted Slice Resource Allocation Algorithms Module

Within the second module of DT-Slice-Soft-6G, a variety
of slice resource allocation algorithms are inserted. Inserted
algorithms can be classified into two major types [21][23]: the
exact type and the heuristic type. Take note that the known
meta-heuristic type [23] (e.g., reinforcement learning, transfer
learning) strictly belongs to the heuristic type. The function
of this module is selecting the suitable resource allocation
algorithm from inserted algorithms to calculate the resource
allocation solution of Slice(i). The selecting criterion is the
concrete goal of the requested tailored Slice(i).

If the primary goal of Slice(i) is to find the opti-
mal resource allocation solution without worrying about
exponential-level algorithm running time, the exact algo-
rithms, such as integer linear programming-based approach,
will be selected to serve Slice(i). If Slice(i) requires to get
the resource allocation solution as soon as possible, it indicates
that one feasible slice resource allocation solution is okay.
Hence, the heuristic algorithms will be considered to select. If
the balance between solution optimality and algorithm running
algorithm is required, the meta-heuristic algorithms, such as
the generic method, will be considered. After selecting the
suitable slice resource allocation algorithm, Slice(i) will skip
to the third module of DT-Slice-Soft-6G.

C. Slice Resource Allocation Solution Module

The third module of DT-Slice-Soft-6G is responsible for
running the selected algorithm so as to calculate the resource
allocation solution of Slice(i) from the exposed resource and
function attributes of digital replica 6GNetworks.

Details and procedures of selected slice resource allocation
algorithms are not detailed in this subsection. While running
the resource allocation algorithm, resource and function de-
mands of Slice(i) must be executed and fulfilled. If certain
one demand is not fulfilled, Slice(i) will be rejected. In addi-
tion, time attributes of Slice(i) must be carefully considered.
That is to say, the algorithm execution time of the selected
algorithm must not violate the maximum allowed waiting time
of Slice(i). If violated, Slice(i) will be rejected.

D. Information Exchange and Physical Updation Module

When the third module of DT-Slice-Soft-6G runs success-
fully, the resource allocation solution of Slice(i) will be
achieved. Consequently, the last module of DT-Slice-Soft-6G
will start to work.



In this module, (resource and function) attributes, infor-
mation and element states of digital replica of 6G networks
6GNetworks will be updated in the first place. In addi-
tion, the digital replica will send back current attributes,
information and element states to the original softwarized
6G networks through the bidirectional communication links.
Slice resource allocation solution of Slice(i) will be sent
to the original softwarized 6G networks, too. All temporary
variables and network function sets for 6GNetworks and
Slice(i) will be erased and waiting for serving the next slice.
TSP will update softwarized 6G networks and deploy the
Slice(i), according to the calculated solution. After that, all
information and states of softwarized 6G networks will be
sent to the digital replica so as to further update and correct
the differences.

When Slice(i) is deployed successfully in softwarized 6G
networks, next slice, such as Slice(i + 1) will be served by
DT-Slice-Soft-6G. New circle of softwarized resource man-
agement and allocation starts again.

IV. TECHNICAL DETAILS OF Heu-DT-Slice-6G IN
DT-Slice-Soft-6G DESIGN

In this subsection, we present the general formulation of ex-
act type algorithm. Then, we detail one designed efficient and
fine-grained softwarized resource allocation algorithm (Heu-
DT-Slice-6G). This Heu-DT-Slice-6G algorithm is inserted in
the Slice Resource Allocation Algorithms Module of DT-
Slice-6G. Strictly speaking, Heu-DT-Slice-6G belongs to the
heuristic type. We aim at getting efficient softwarized resoruce
allocation solution in polynomial time. Algorithm complexity
discussion of Heu-DT-Slice-6G is also presented.

A. Details of General Exact Type Algorithm

Details of general exact type algorithm are presented
in this subsection. The general exact type algorithm is
proposed based on the integer linear programming ap-
proach [25-27]. At first, we define two kinds of integer
variables for the association of slice: X and Y . X =
(xm

M ,mϵSlice(i),Mϵ6GNodes, ). If xm
M = 1, it indicates that

slice node m is allocated to digital node M . Otherwise versa.
Y = (ymn

MN ,mnϵSlice(i),MNϵ6GLinks, ). If ymn
MN = 1, it

indicates that slice link mn is allocated to digital path MN .
Otherwise versa.

Then, we continue to construct ‘Candidate Digital
Nodes’(CDN ) set for each slice node. With respect to
Slice(i), the number of its CDN sets is equal to the number
of nodes in Nodes(i), labeled as |Nodes(i)|. With respect to
certain one slice node m, if its required function demand is
Func1(m), its criterion of selecting candidate node is whether
digital node has the network function Func1( ). Digital nodes
having Func1( ) will be selected and constitute the CDN for
slice node m, labeled as CDN(m).

Next, we formulate the Slice(i) resource allocation in digital
replica of softwarized 6G networks. Concrete mathematical
expressions of general exact type algorithm are presented
below:

maximize α ∗
∑

MϵCDN(m)

∑
mϵNodes(i)

xm
M ∗ (Comp(m)

+Stor(m) + Capa(m))+

β ∗
∑

MNϵ6GPaths

∑
mnϵLinks(i)

ymn
MN ∗Band(mn) (6)

subject to

∀mϵNodes(i),∀MϵCDN(m), xm
M ϵ

{
0, 1

}
(7)

∀mnϵLinks(i),∀MNϵ6GPaths, ymn
MN ϵ

{
0, 1

}
(8)

∀mϵNodes(m),
∑

MϵCDN(m)

xm
M = 1 (9)

∀MϵCDN(m),
∑

mϵNodes(m)

xm
M ≤ 1 (10)

∀mnϵLinks(i),
∑

MNϵ6GPaths

(ymn
MN−ynmMN ) = xm

M−xm
N (11)

∀mnϵLinks(i),
∑

MNϵ6GPaths

(ymn
MN−ynmMN ) = xn

N−xn
M (12)

∀mϵNodes(i),
∑

MϵCDN(m)

xm
M ∗ Comp(m) ≤ Comp(M)

(13)
∀mϵNodes(i),

∑
MϵCDN(m)

xm
M ∗ Stor(m) ≤ Stor(M) (14)

∀mϵNodes(i),
∑

MϵCDN(m)

xm
M ∗ Capa(m) ≤ Capa(M)

(15)
∀mϵNodes(i),

∑
MϵCDN(m)

xm
M ∗Delay(M) ≤ Delay(m)

(16)
∀mnϵLinks(i),

∑
MNϵ6GPaths

(ymn
MN + ynmMN ) ∗Band(mn)

≤ Band(MN) (17)

where the objective function (Expression (6)) indicates max-
imizing the number of successfully allocated slices. This
function aims at maximizing the benefits. Since owner (e.g.,
telecommunication providers, service provider) constructs the
underlying 6G networks and generates the digital replica,
owner can serve signed end users directly. Thus, the owner
needs to pay for renting fee. Cost part for allocating slices
does not need to be included in the Expression (6). α and β
are unit prices of node type resource and link type resource.
Take note that 6GPaths is the physical set of 6GNetworks,
storing loop-free paths. Number of elements in 6GPaths set
is larger than that in 6GLinks set. It is owing to the fact that
certain one path may have intermediate nodes. A link can be
regarded as a path while a path cannot be regarded as a link.



In both Expression (7) and Expression (8), they are defini-
tions of two binary variables. Two state values (0 and 1) are
stored in each variable state set.

In both Expression (9) and Expression (10), they are
relationship constraints, aiming at expression the relationship
between digital node and slice node. Certain one slice node
must be allocated to one digital node while certain one digital
node may not be allocated to one slice node.

In both Expression (11) and Expression (12), they indicate
that each slice link must be allocated to one single physical
path. Meanwhile, two end nodes of this slice link must be
allocated to two end nodes of the selected path. In both ex-
pressions, X type variables and Y type variables are adopted
to guarantee their matching relationships.

From Expression (13) to Expression (16), they are con-
straints of node resources (computing, storage and capacity)
and processing data delay. The selected digital node must
reserve abundant resources to accommodate the allocated slice
node. In addition, the maximum required node processing
delay of slice node cannot be violated by the selected digital
node. With respect to the last constraint (Expression (17)), it
indicates that the selected digital path must reserve available
bandwidth resource to fulfill the required bandwidth of the
allocated slice link.

Finally, these formulations can be addressed by using
open-source (e.g., CPLEX [28]) or non-open-source (e.g.,
GLPK [29], Matlab CVX) mathematical tools. Since these
formulations (objective function and constraints) are linear,
this optimization problem can be directly addressed without
doing transformation and integer variable relaxation [26].
In addition, a variety of optimization algorithms, such as
the branch and bound [26], can be adopted to solve this
optimization problem. In the third subsection, we will further
discuss the complexity related contents of this optimization
problem.

As presented above, they are technical details of general
exact type algorithm for calculating slice (e.g., Slice(i)) re-
source allocation solution in the digital replica of softwarized
6G networks. When allocated positions and results in digital
6GNetworks are output successfully, we can get the optimal
slice resource allocation solution (Slice(i)).

B. Details of Heu-DT-Slice-6G Algorithm

The Heu-DT-Slice-6G is detailed in this subsection. The
Heu-DT-Slice-6G belongs to the heuristic type and consists of
three parts: Node-Value Vector Calculation Part, Slice Node
Resource Allocation Part, and Slice Link Resource Allocation
Part. Resource allocation solutions of some application scenar-
ios, such as the online shopping and meeting, can be adopted
by our Heu-DT-Slice-6G. These scenarios allowed medium
latency. The scenarios, such as the remote surgery, cannot be
adopted as they have rigid time limitation of 1 ms1[1]. With
respect to the first part, it is designed based on the Markov
random model and extracted crucial topology and resource
attributes. Based on gained knowledge [30][31] and previous
attempts [32][33], we select crucial topology attributes.

For easy understanding, node M and link MN are cho-
sen. Two crucial attributes (node degree Degree(M), node
farness Farness(M)) are chosen. In ref. [33], definitions
and formulation methods of chosen attributes are presented.
We also choose another five resoruces: Comp(M), Stor(M),
Capa(M), Delay(M), Band(MN). By using these at-
tributes and resources, we can derive another metric, marked
as NodeV alue, for quantifying node value (e.g., M ):

NodeV alue(M) = (Comp(M) + Stor(M) + Capa(M))∗

Degree(M) ∗ Farness(M) ∗Delay(M)

∗
∑

MNϵMXLinks

Band(MN) (18)

where MXLinks is the adjacent link set of M . Available
resource sum (Section II) is the hyperedge attribute of node
M . We select it to help calculating value.

As formulated in Expression (18), NodeV alue can be
adopted straightly. In the next section, the Direct-DT-Slice-
6G adopts this kind metric. However, the straight value metric
could not reveal accurately resource allocation ability. There-
fore, we need to find another alternative method. Learning
from Markov random model method, accurate node value can
be achieved by extensive calculation. We present details of
the Markov method below:

In the first stage, the initialization procedure will be exe-
cuted for all nodes in the digital replica. Concrete expression
is presented below:

NodeV alue(M)% = NodeV alue(M)0

=
NodeV alue(M)∑

Mϵ6GNodes NodeV alue(M)
(19)

In the second statge, we will use all initialized values to
produce another vector. The vector is in Expression (20).

−−−−−−−−−→
NodeV ector0 =

(NodeV alue(A)%...NodeV alue(M)%, ...)num (20)

where the dimension num indicates the number of nodes in
6GNetworks. Its value is the

−−−−−−−−−→
NodeV ector0’s dimension.

In the third stage, it is necessary to quantify two kinds of
relationships that can be adopted to express node M and its
neighboring nodes. We formulate Expression (21) having the
gooal of quantifying the probability of jumping from node
M to certain one node (except M ). This is the first kind of
relationship.

JProb(MN)% =
NodeV alue(N)∑

Mϵ6GNodes NodeV alue(M)
(21)

We further formulate Expression (22) having the goal of
indicating probability of forwarding M to its nearest node
(e.g., node P ).

FProb(MP )% =
NodeV alue(P )∑

PϵNeiNodes(M) NodeV alue(P )
(22)

where NeiNodes(M) is neighboring set of M . Learning from
noth expressionns, we can construct two matrices. Two are
labeled as JumpMatrix and ForMatrix, respectively.



In the fourth stage, we select the Markov random model
to calculate the all node values in vector form. To help
understanding, node M is selected. NodeV alue(N)1 can be
achieved by following expression.

NodeV alue(N)1 = λ ∗
∑

PϵNeiNodes(M)

FProb(MP )%∗

NodeV alue(N)0 + (1− λ)∗∑
Mϵ6GNodes

JProb(MN)% ∗NodeV alue(N)0 (23)

In the above expression, λ is called as balancing factor
and can be adjusted. Through t rounds of calculation, we can
calculate the NodeV alue(N)t+1.

NodeV alue(N)t+1 = λ ∗
∑

PϵNeiNodes(M)

FProb(MP )%∗

NodeV alue(N)t + (1− λ)∗∑
Mϵ6GNodes

JProb(MN)% ∗NodeV alue(N)t (24)

With respect to the vector form, it is presented in Expression
(25). −−−−−−−−−−−→

NodeV ectort+1 = λ ∗ JumpMatrix∗
−−−−−−−−−→
NodeV ectort +(1−λ) ∗ForMatrix ∗

−−−−−−−−−→
NodeV ectort (25)

−−−−−−−−−−−→
NodeV ectort+1 = [λ∗JumpMatrix+(1−λ)∗ForMatrix]

∗
−−−−−−−−−→
NodeV ectort

= M ∗
−−−−−−−−−→
NodeV ectort (26)

where M = [λ ∗ JumpMatrix+ (1− λ) ∗ ForMatrix].
Apparently, the Expression (26) [25][26] is converged after

multiple rounds of calculation. Concrete proof is availble in
existing publications [25][26][31]. In addition, uniqueness of
Expression (26) is apparent due to the eigenvalue value of M .
Consequently, accurate node-value vector of 6GNetworks
can be achieved eventually. In this paper, we adopt the
convenient iterative method [31].

Finally, node values of all digital nodes can be achieved by
using above approach. Furthermore, digital nodes are sorted
in descending sequence and prepared for softwarized resource
allocation.

In order to determine the allocating resource order to nodes
in Slice(i), we formulate Expression (27) (hyperedge at-
tribute). Slice node m is chosen in Expression (27). According
to calculated values, we arrange all slice node. For example,
m has higher value and is allocated in the first place.

NodeV alue(m) = Comp(m) + Stor(m) +Capa(m) (27)

With respect to the second part, it indicates the slice
node resource allocation of Slice(i). Slice node, has the
highest value (Expression (27)), has the highest priority to
be processed. We set another five variables for storing this
slice node’s demands: network function, computing, storage,
capacity, data processing delay. We select slice node m as
the example. The digital nodes are selected one by one to

attempt to process the slice node m, following the descending
order of node values. We assume that digital node M has the
highest value. Thus, M is selected to try to accommodate
m. We define another four variables, having the function of
storing its available resources, and one set, having the function
of its equipped network functions. Then, we compare five
variables of m with corresponding variables and set of M . If
all demands of m are fulfilled, we can determine to allocated
M to m. If certain one resource or function demand cannot be
fulfilled, we will erase all variables and set for M and store
the next digital node’s resources and functions. Thereafter, we
will do the comparison procedure again. Repeat this until m
is allocated successfully. If m cannot be allocated eventually,
slice(i) will be rejected to be served. That is to say, our Heu-
DT-Slice-6G cannot serve Slice(i).

Algorithm 1 Node Resource Allocation of Slice(i)

Input: Node-Value Vector of 6GNetworks, Slice(i)
Output: Node Resource Allocation Results of Slice(i)

1: Define one node set Set1 storing all slice nodes in
descending order, according to Expression (27).

2: Define one node set Set2 storing all digital nodes in
descending order, according to Expression (26).

3: Define five variables for Slice(i) and define four variables
and one set for 6GNetworks

4: Define two integer variables, NUM1 and NUM2, with
initial values 0.

5: Define one integer slicenum for storing the number of
nodes in Slice(i).

6: while NUM1 ≤ slicenum do
7: Select the (NUM2 + 1)th digital node from Set2;
8: Store of (computing, storage, capacity, node process-

ing delay) resource values of (NUM2 + 1)th digital
node into four defined variables and equipped network
functions into the defined set;

9: Select the (NUM1 + 1)th slice node from Set1;
10: Store of (computing, storage, capacity, node process-

ing delay, function) demand values of (NUM1 + 1)th
digital node into five defined variables;

11: Do the comparison work between (NUM2 + 1)th
digital node and (NUM1 + 1)th slice node;

12: if certain one demand of (NUM1 + 1)th slice node
cannot be fulfilled then

13: Reject the Slice(i);
14: if all five kinds of demands can be fulfilled then
15: Allocate (NUM1+1)th slice node to (NUM2+

1)th digital node and remove (NUM2+1)th digital node
from the Set2;

16: end if
17: Set value of NUM2 to be 0;
18: NUM1 + +;
19: end while
20: Output node resource allocation results of Slice(i) and

update 6GNetworks.
21: Erase all values in defined variables and set and wait for

serving next slice’s node resource allocation.



Above all are softwarized resource allocation of one slice
node m. With respect to the remaining slice nodes in Slice(i),
the above procedure will repeat until remaining nodes are
processed successfully. Take note that if certain one digital
node is allocated to one slice node, it will not to be considered
to allocate another slice node. We must guarantee that one
digital node is allowed to serve at most one slice node in
the same slice service. We present Algorithm 1 to assist
understanding. When all slice nodes of Slice(i) are done, our
Heu-DT-Slice-6G algorithm will run its third and last part.

With respect to the last part, it indicates the slice link
resource allocation of Slice(i). In this part, we will set
another set, abbreviated as LinkSet, for storing all links of
Slice(i). Within the link set, all links are sorted, according
to their required bandwidth. Slice link, such as mn, has
the highest bandwidth request, will be placed in the first
place of LinkSet. Thus, mn is selected to allocate in the
first place. In the second part of Heu-DT-Slice-6G, two end
nodes of mn are successfully allocated. In the third part, we
simply need to find the most suitable from two fixed digital
nodes. The selecting criterion in this part are: having minimum
number of intermediate nodes and fulfilling this slice link’s
bandwidth demand. Two potential and dominant benefits hide
behind this selecting criterion. The first benefit is saving total
consumed bandwidth resource. The other benefit is decreasing
the possibility of data packet loss and transmission delay in
prototype implementation.

Following the above strategy to complete all slice links’
allocation of Slice(i). If certain one slice link is not fulfilled
successfully, our Heu-DT-Slice-6G algorithm will reject to
serve Slice(i). Only when this part works successfully, our
Heu-DT-Slice-6G algorithm successfully allocate slice links
successfully. According to allocated positions and results in
digital 6GNetworks, we can get the slice resource allocation
solution of Heu-DT-Slice-6G.

C. Algorithm Complexity Discussion

In this subsection, algorithm complexity work is conducted
and discussed. At first, we discuss the algorithm complexity of
general exact algorithm. Since the exact algorithm is proposed
based on the integer linear programming method [27], the
nature of integer programming method will incur exponential-
level complexity [25][26]. Considering the dynamic and time-
variant attributes of slice services, it is not suitable to be eval-
uated in CTS. Thus, exact type algorithm will be evaluated
in DTS. In addition, network scale is the dominant factor of
binary variable number that will be defined in exact algorithm.
Hence, the network scale of general exact type algorithm must
be limited.

Secondly, we discuss the algorithm complexity of Heu-
DT-Slice-6G. As Heu-DT-Slice-6G is made up of three parts,
we focus on discussing complexity of these three parts. With
respect to the first part, its complexity lies in the node-value
vector calculation. According to published references, the
complexity of Markov model, addressed by iterative method,
is not more than O(num ∗ log(1/δ)) [30], where num is
the number of nodes in 6GNetworks. Thus, this part can be

completed in polynomial time. With respect to the complexity
of second part, it is not more than O(num∗|Node(i)|), where
|Node(i)| is the number of nodes in Slice(i). This part is
a polynomial-time level procedure. With respect to the last
part, it is similar to the procedure of finding shortest path
[31] between two fixed locations. This shortest path problem
can be addressed within polynomial time. In general, the time
complexity of Heu-DT-Slice-6G belongs to the polynomial-
time level. Hence, it can be applied in CTS and DTS.

V. COMPREHENSIVE EVALUATION WORK

A. Evaluation Settings of Continuous Time Scheme

With respect to the softwarized 6G networks and their
digital replica, the network scale is set to have 100 nodes and
0.5 connectivity possibility per pair of nodes. This network
scale is large in slicing resource allocation research. With
respect to each node, its available resource (computing, stor-
age, capacity) is an integer, following the uniform distribution
between 80 and 100. With respect to equipped network
functions of each node, four types of functions are included in
each node. With respect to the data processing delay of each
node, it is an integer and uniformly distributed between 1 time
unit and 4 time units. With respect to each link, its available
bandwidth is an integer, following the uniform distribution of
[70, 100].

With respect to each requested slice, its network scale
is an arbitrary integer and follows the uniform distribution
[2, 6]. Each pair of nodes have a connecting possibility
of 0.5. With respect to each node, its resource (computing,
storage, capacity) demand is an integer, following the uniform
distribution between 2 and 10. Each node has one network
function demand. The maximum allowed data processing
delay is an integer and uniformly distributed between 2 time
units and 5 time units. The bandwidth demand of each link
is an integer uniformly distributed between 10 and 15.

With respect to selected algorithms in CTS, typical slice
algorithms are selected from existing publications [4][6].
Selected algorithms are abbreviated as Greedy-DT-Slice-
6G, Direct-DT-Slice-6G, RelaxedILP-DT-Slice-6G, DirMar-
DT-Slice-6G. The Greedy-DT-Slice-6G directly adopts max-
imum node resource value (direct sum of computing, storage
and capacity resource value) as the allocating basis. Fol-
lowing node resource allocation strategy and link resource
allocation strategy are same to that of our Heu-DT-Slice-
6G. The Direct-DT-Slice-6G adopts Expression (18) (direct
product of resource sum, crucial attributes and bandwidth
sum) to be the allocating basis. Following node resource
allocation strategy and link resource allocation strategy are
same to that of our Heu-DT-Slice-6G. DirMar-DT-Slice-6G
adopts maximum node resource sum value as the initial node
value. Other algorithm details are similar to our Heu-DT-Slice-
6G. In both our Heu-DT-Slice-6G and DirMar-DT-Slice-6G,
the δ is set to be 0.001. RelaxedILP-DT-Slice-6G relaxes the
integer variables and gets the linear programming solution as
the feasible resource allocation solution.

In CTS, the simulation time will last 1000 time units. Take
note that 1 time unit is equal to 1 minute in this evaluation



work. Within 100 time units, 5 slices will arrive and require
to be processed. Maximum allowed waiting time of each slice
is set to be 5 time unit. The simulation work is run on the
Desktop that is equipped with Intel Core CPU i7-4790 3.6GHz
Processor, 16.00G RAM and Window 8 operation system.
GLPK [29] tool is adopted to solve linear programming model
of RelaxedILP-DT-Slice-6G. The evaluation is conducted in
our self-developed simulator [34].

B. Evaluation Results and Discussion in Continuous Time
Scheme

We aim at validating the softwarized resource allocation
ability of our DT-Slice-Soft-6G framework and designed Heu-
DT-Slice-6G algorithm in the long run. Achieved results are
plotted, ranging from Fig. 4 to Fig. 7.
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Fig. 4: Slice Acceptance Results in Continuous Time Event

Slice acceptance results of all selected algorithms are plot-
ted in Fig. 4. By scanning the Fig. 4, our Heu-DT-Slice-6G
achieves the highest slice acceptance results throughout the
whole simulation event. We mainly discuss the advantages
of our Heu-DT-Slice-6G from three groups of performance
comparison. With respect to the first group of compari-
son, it consists of Heu-DT-Slice-6G, Greedy-DT-Slice-6G and
Direct-DT-Slice-6G. As shown in Fig. 4, Greedy-DT-Slice-
6G achieves the lowest slice acceptance among all selected
algorithms. It is owing to the fact that its allocating criterion is
the resource sum of node. This criterion is too simple to reveal
the node importance in the while digital replica and the re-
source allocation. In addition, our Heu-DT-Slice-6G achieves
an advantage of nearly 20%, comparing with Direct-DT-Slice-
6G. Though the resource allocating criterion of Direct-DT-
Slice-6G is the product of node resource sum and node’s
adjacent bandwidth sum, node importance and crucial role
in the network are not well quantified. Quantifying method of
our Heu-DT-Slice-6G is based on nodes’ resource and links’
bandwidth and crucial topology attributes. In addition, the
iterative method further converges the quantified value after
limited calculation. Hence, the calculated values can reveal
node importance in the whole network [31]. Consequently, our

Heu-DT-Slice-6G can efficiently do slice resource allocation.
With simulation time extending, node values can be updated
in time. This further guarantees the performance advantage.

With respect to the second group of comparison, it consists
of Heu-DT-Slice-6G and DirMar-DT-Slice-6G. As shown in
Fig. 4, Heu-DT-Slice-6G achieves higher slice acceptance
than DirMar-DT-Slice-6G. Since around 600 time units, the
performance gap is stable and approaches 8%. The reason
for performance advantage is the selected crucial topology
attributes of Heu-DT-Slice-6G. Our Heu-DT-Slice-6G incorpo-
rates crucial topology attributes so as to quantify node values
accurately. Node values directly indicate the node importance
in the whole network. Consequently, our Heu-DT-Slice-6G can
guarantee its slice acceptance ratio high, comparing with the
DirMar-DT-Slice-6G.

With respect to the third group of comparison, it consists
of Heu-DT-Slice-6G and RelaxedILP-DT-Slice-6G. As shown
in Fig. 4, RelaxedILP-DT-Slice-6G cannot perform as well as
our Heu-DT-Slice-6G though it is based on the integer linear
programming method. It is owing to that fact that relaxation
procedure is included in RelaxedILP-DT-Slice-6G. Though
algorithm execution time of RelaxedILP-DT-Slice-6G can be
greatly decreased, the optimality of slice solution cannot be
guaranteed. Throughout the whole simulation event, its slice
acceptance is greatly weakened. The performance gap is more
than 5% in the long run. In general, our Heu-DT-Slice-6G
is proved to be an efficient slice resource allocation in the
continuous time event and can do near-optimal slice allocation
in DT-empowered softwarized 6G networks.
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Fig. 5: Computing Resource Consumption Results in
Continuous Time Event

With respect to remaining figures (Fig. 5, Fig. 6, Fig. 7),
they are resource-consumption results. It can be easily found
that our Heu-DT-Slice-6G achieves the highest (node and link)
resource consumption results. These behaviors further prove
the efficiency of our Heu-DT-Slice-6G. Our Heu-DT-Slice-6G
allocates and deploys more slices successfully. Consequently,
more resources are consumed. These results run as expected.
With respect to other results illustration, such as the average
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Fig. 6: Storage Resource Consumption Results in
Continuous Time Event
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Fig. 7: Capacity Resource Consumption Results in
Continuous Time Event

node processing delay, we do not plot them in this paper. We
focus on validating the strong slice resource allocation ability
of our Heu-DT-Slice-6G.

VI. CONCLUSION WORK

Digital twins (DT), originated from the manufacturing, has
been applied to a variety of industrial domains and emerging
areas. With DT empowering, the digital replica of original
physical object can be generated and adopted to simulate
behaviors, exchange information and assist decision making.
In addition, DT has the characteristic of scalability. Hence,
the performance of softwarized 6G networks’ digital replicas
can be researched in more economical and efficient manners.
Based on these backgrounds, we research the resource allo-
cation of requested slices in DT-empowered softwarized 6G
networks. We firstly model the DT-empowered softwarized 6G
networks and tailored slices by using graph and hypergraph
theory. Then, we design one softwarized resource manage-

ment framework, labeled as DT-Slice-Soft-6G. Within the DT-
Slice-Soft-6G framework, one efficient and fine-grained slice
resource allocation algorithm (Heu-DT-Slice-6G) is developed
and inserted. Next, we present technical details of this devel-
oped algorithm, such as formulation, pseudo codes and time
complexity discussion. In order to validate the feasibility and
merits of our DT-Slice-Soft-6G framework and the proposed
algorithm Heu-DT-Slice-6G, we conduct the comprehensive
evaluation work. Typical and classic slice resource allocation
algorithms are selected to constitute the evaluation work. Eval-
uation results reveal that our Heu-DT-Slice-6G achieves the
best long-term performance among all evaluated algorithms.

For the future work, we will investigate it from three
aspects. First aspect is that we will design more algorithms
and approaches to do softwarized resoruce allocation in digital
replica. Second aspect is that we will further refine the
resoruce threads of requested services. Based on the refined
resource threads, more efficient algorithm can be designed.
Third aspect is that we will explore the scalability of sim-
ulation work. We will explore the performance of proposed
algorithm in large-scale network settings. Since the integration
of DT and softwarization for future emerging applications
is in infancy, the scalability of proposed algorithm is not
investigated in this paper.
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